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Oil on 
all 

three 
coasts



All I have is a voice

To undo the folded lie

-- W.H. Auden



Silent 
Majority Key

Stop talking to ourselves

Explain benefits of oil 
production to Canadians



Do you want Calgary now or Calgary in 1885 ?

Alberta without oil  -- Remember the NEP !



Prosperity or poverty?

Jobs or unemployment?

Modernity or Middle 
Ages?

Cars and planes, or 
horse and buggy?





Henry 
Lyatsky, EC



Bears never think 
they are 

progressive or 
clever -- this 
makes them 

rational

Irrationality 
of many anti-

oil sentiments



Anti-capitalism



Comradeship



“Corporate greed”

Who is greedy ??

RRSP pensioners and other investors

Employees

Consumers

Users of tax-funded public services

All of us !



How we look for 
oil

“Oil is found in 
the minds of 

men”



Read the story in the rocks

Sandilands Fm., 
Cumshewa Inlet, QCI Oil-Prone Source Rocks

TOC up 
to and 
over 
11%









1988 Marine Seismic Data



Enhanced Isostatic Gravity Map



Interpret 
geophysical 

data in 
terms of 

subsurface 
geology



Canada in very favourable position:  near huge 
U.S. market, politically and militarily safe



Petrodollars to Iran, Venezuela, Nigeria, Angola –
or Canada ?



East Coast 
oil



Do you want 
Newfoundland 

now or 
Newfoundland 30 

years ago ??



Arctic 
oil and 

climate 
change



Scramble for the Arctic

Receding ice



...The worst of all peasants 
are the so-called educated.  

These people should not only 
be prevented from learning 

to read, but from learning to 
talk as well.  No need to 

prevent them from thinking; 
nature has done that.

-- William S. Burroughs



Earth has been warming 
for ~10,ooo years

Probably 
faster 
now, 
perhaps 
partly (?) 
man-
made



Old mantra:  global 
cooling, science settled

Current 
mantra: 
global 
warming, 
science 
settled



Either way:

Capitalism the cause!

No time to lose!

Solutions:

*  Socialist and fascist economics!

*  Radical government powers!

*  More money for academics!



How secure is Canadian Arctic 
sovereignty?





Oil is a major reason for 
the Arctic scramble



West Coast 
oil

-- vs. --

BC 
Absurdistan 

politics







Oil Seep
Lawn Hill Locality, QCI

Oil Seeps Very 
Common
Onshore from 
Rocks of All 
Ages



Shallow 
water

No ice



Why BC Offshore
Moratorium ??



Silent 
Majority Key

Stop talking to ourselves

Explain benefits of oil 
production to Canadians




